Spatially controlled DNA nanopatterns by "click" chemistry using oligonucleotides with different anchoring sites.
DNA patterning on surfaces has broad applications in biotechnology, nanotechnology, and other fields of life science. The common patterns make use of the highly selective base pairing which might not be stable enough for further manipulations. Furthermore, the fabrication of well-defined DNA nanostructures on solid surfaces usually lacks chemical linkages to the surface. Here we report a template-free strategy based on "click" chemistry to fabricate spatially controlled DNA nanopatterns immobilized on surfaces. The self-assembly process utilizes DNA with different anchoring sites. The position of anchoring is of crucial importance for the self-assembly process of DNA and greatly influences the assembly of particular DNA nanopatterns. It is shown that the anchoring site in a central position generates tunable nanonetworks with high regularity, compared to DNAs containing anchoring sites at terminal and other positions. The prepared patterns may find applications in DNA capturing and formation of pores and channels and can serve as templates for the patterning using other molecules.